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                With the benefit of free loan cars and a drop off/pick up service, any inconveniences incurred from having time without your car will be kept to a minimum.

EXPERIENCE OF OVER 90 YEARS
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                Opening Hours:  Mon to Fri:  7:30am to 5:30 pm | Saturday and Sunday Closed
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David Richmond
1710211126

Just showed up without a booking to have a battery fitted and computer reset on my 2015 Touareg..they fitted me in straight away,and after approx 1hr my car was ready for me..That's excellent service for you,and I'll be giving them my business from now on..5 stars guys 😊
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George Dummett
1709507040

Excellent diagnostic service. Fast professional courteous.Clear explanation. Not expensive!Thank you.
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Claire J
1708998234

Absolutely amazing service!! Everyone is always so friendly, so efficient so helpful and accommodating. They always explain costs and options and are the nicest team of people to deal with, nothing is every too much trouble and I will just keep referring people to them, thank you so much. 😊
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Michael terzini
1707092772

The team were great, fit me in with little notice and got the job done. Highly recommend them 👍
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Dianne James
1706767477

Loyal customer over 20 years and 3 different cars, I have recommended to a number of friends and wouldn't go anywhere else. Very happy with customer service and love the courtesy car option.
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Maddison Wright
1704879774

Brilliant service, always accomodating & have been well priced. Very thorough with services
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Rachel Horton
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Had to have my transmission rebuilt.  Don and his team organised everything. Made it so easy for me.
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cindy hallam
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Extremely satisfied with work done and feedback
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Sophie MacKinnon
1696400349

We’ve been sending our cars for general maintenance and servicing to Don for over 12 years. He is trustworthy, very thorough, gives great advice and is always accomodating and reliable. So happy with his service, highly recommend.
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Mardi
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I wouldn’t take my car anywhere else.  As I live on my own and  getting older (!), I feel very secure knowing that Don looks after my car and I can depend on it to be thoroughly reliable.  When I leave it for its servicing, Don calls me a few hours later to let me know what is needed and the costs.  It’s very comforting knowing that I have such a trustworthy mechanic taking care of it.
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Julie Zammit
1693461897

Friendly & responsive team - process all very smooth with an understanding and quote of work required in the future.
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B C
1693206271

Exceptional service you can trust!
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Gianni Menolotto
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Roady
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Raymond England
1692868035

What a fantastic business to deal with. A pleasure on the phone and very knowledgeable staff that took time to listen and understand prior to rectifying the issue with our BMW X5. Highly recommended 👍🏻
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Peter Malcolm
1692549934

Annual servicing and any repairs necessary
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